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Starbeam runner adventure time

American animated streaming television limited series Adventure Time: Distant LandsPromotional posterCountry of originUnited StatesNo. episodes2Release Network originalHBO MaxErginal launchedjuny 25, 2020 (2020-06-25) –current Timeline of the season← PreviousSeason 10 List of episodes of Adventure Time
Adventure Time: Distant Lands is the collective name of four-hour television specials based on the American animated TV series Adventure Time, created by Pendleton Ward and originally built on Cartoon Network from 2010 to 2018. The specials are produced by Cartoon Network Studios and Frederator Studios; The
first special was released on HBO Max on June 25, 2020. [1] The second special followed on November 19, 2020. The series generally follows the adventures of Finn (a human boy) and his best friend and adopted brother Jake, a dog with magical powers to change shape and size at will. Finn and Jake live in Ooo's post-
apocalyptic land, where they interact with other main characters in the series, including Princess Bubblegum, Marceline the Vampire Queen and BMO. Distant Lands focuses on new and returned characters in previously unexplored areas of the Adventure Time universe. Production concept The series follows the
adventures of Finn the Human (a boy), and his best friend and brother Jake, a dog with magical powers to change shape and size at will. Finn and Jake live in Ooo's post-apocalyptic land, where they interact with the other main characters, such as Princess Bubblegum, Marceline the Vampire Queen and BMO. Common
stories revolve around Finn and Jake going through the titular adventures, discovering strange creatures and fighting monsters to help others. [2] On September 29, 2016, Cartoon Network officially announced that Adventure Time would end. [3] Storyline's writing for the initial series ended in mid-November 2016,[4] and
the final script for the show was released to storyboarders on November 28. [6] The voice recording for the initial series ended on January 31, 2017. [10] Several of the show's crew members were hired by Cartoon Network's Summer Camp Island, created by writer Julia Pott. [11] Adventure Time's finale, Come Along
with Me, aired on September 3, 2018 to a largely positive reception. [12] [13] [14] Development The Adventure Time: Distant Lands specials were produced by Cartoon Network Studios and Frederator, but unlike previous seasons, debuted on HBO Max, WarnerMedia Entertainment's video-on-demand service. [16] The
Distant Lands specials originate during production of the show's tenth season. As the show had been successful with specials and miniseries in the past (such as Stakes), writers began releasing a series of stories that could be in longer formats. Two great ideas that emerged during this time were BMO-centred stories in
space, and another focused on Marceline and Bubblegum's relationship. Bubblegum. for these longer stories, however, stopped when the series was canceled. Later, when HBO and Cartoon Network began reviving the series for streaming service HBO Max, Adventure Time writers returned to these old ideas, and over
time spawned all four Distant Lands specials. [17] Longtime Adventure Time executive producer Adam Muto oversaw the production of the specials, with Jack Pendarvis, Anthony Burch, Christina Catucci, Charley Feldman and Kate Tsang serving as part of the writing staff. [18] [20] The storyboard artists who worked on
these specials include (but are not limited to): Ashlyn Anstee,[21] Jim Campbell, Iggy Craig,[22] Megan Fisher,[23] Laura Knetzger, Hanna K. Nyström,[24] Maya Petersen,[25] Anna Syvertsson, Mickey Quinn, and Serena Wu. [26] From June to September 2019, Jenny Goldberg served as art director for the specials. [27]
LGBTQ representation Main article: LGBTQ representation in Adventure Time: Distant Lands On June 25, the first episode of this series fell. This episode, titled BMO, introduced Y5, an anthropomorphic rabbit and teenage scientist between the ages of 11 and 13 who lives in The Drift. [28] The Voice Actress Glory Curda
later argued that Y5's story has a lot of context and is representative of going out into your own identity and defining yourself with the terms that are comfortable for you. [30] Curd, in a Q&amp;amp;; On Reddit, she said that after BMO's left, Y5 grew up and became a leader and trailblazer to help save the drift,[31] and



noted that she was a big Fan of Adventure Time before getting the part. [32] Major cast Jeremy Shada as Finn the Human[33] John DiMaggio as Jake the Dog Olivia Olson as Marceline the Vampire Queen Hynden Walch as Princess Bubblegum Niki Yang as BMO Steve Little as Peppermint Butler The supporting cast
Y5 - voice of Glory Curda:[34] Y5, listed on BMO, it is a 13-year-old anthropomorphic and scientific rabbit[28] that lives on a space station called Drift. [29] Originally called Y4, Y5 chooses its new name[35] with the encouragement of BMO and eventually becomes the robot's deputy. [36] [37] Y5 struggles with managing
the expectations of her parents (voiced by Tom Kenny and Michelle Wong), and is forced to disobey them in order to save Drift, while discovering her own identity. [37] At BMO, Y5 —with the help of the titular robot— helps drift citizens to defeat Hugo, and after his lord is dethroned, he proposes a new form of social
organization based on cooperation that will ideally allow Drift to thrive. [40] Curda, the voice actress, said that Y5's story has a lot of subtext and is very representative of coming out in her own identity. [30] Mr.M - voiced by Stephen Root:[39] Mr.M, appearing on BMO, is a mysterious and suspicious individual who does
not care about [29] This character ends up helping BMO, Y5, and others against Hugo's rule. [39] On . M is very suggested to be Martin Mertens, sharing voice selfish, views on parenthood, and even saying some of the same lines, including, Here comes the rascal. [41] Showrunner Adam Muto called it a baseless rumor.
[42] Hugo - voice of Randall Park: Hugo, who appears on BMO, is a self-proclaimed inventor and leader of The Drift[39][43] who works bmo with the acquisition of a crystal needed to complete a device known as Unity Pod. It is later revealed that this is a device that allows you to exit the Drift, and that Hugo created this
machine by exploiting resources on the space station. [36] It is revealed that Hugo was once a human who biohacked his DNA with the genetic material of aliens before reaching Drift. [39] When Hugo tries to power his Unity Pod, the band's residents The Drift together to thwart his plan, throwing him into space by
himself. While lamenting his loneliness, Hugo later joins the small robot of Olive workers; As for this plot point, Adam Muto claimed that they tried to leave Hugo on a somewhat hopeful note, implying that, with Olive's help, he may one day be able to find a peaceful and less manipulative life apart from others. [44] CGO -
voiced by Simone Giertz:[45] CGO, which appears on BMO, is a demolished MO Co. clone, created by Hugo. CGO reveals to the main characters that Hugo came from Earth to escape a war; the robot also maintains that after coming to drift, it stole the natives' technology by itself. [39] According to Adam Muto, Giertz —
the self-tedical queen of robots— was chosen as the character's voice actress because she was a fan of her videos; Likewise, she was a fan of the show, and had long expressed a desire to make a voice on the show. [46] Glass Boy – voiced by Michaela Dietz. See-Thru Princess – voice of Charlotte Nicdao. [a] Molto
Larvo – voiced by Dee Bradley Baker. Sandy – voice of Maria Bamford. Limeston – voiced by Jeff Bennett. Choose Goose - voice of Jeff Bennett. Simon Petrikov – voice of Tom Kenny. Elise – voiced by Erica Luttrell. Marceline's mother, a human woman who lived a thousand years before the events of the series. Luttrell
replaces former Adventure Time writer and Steven Universe creator Rebecca Sugar as elise's voice. Sir Soda - voiced by Kevin Michael Richardson. [1] Episodes See also: List of Adventure Time Adventure Time episodes: Distant Lands episodesNo.overallTitleSupervisingdirection byWritten and storyboarded byOriginal
release date1BMOMiki BrewsterHanna K. Nyström, Iggy Craig, Laura Knetzger, Anna Syvertsson, and Adam MutoJune 25, 2020 (2020-06-25) In a distant part of the galaxy, BMO, a young scientist named Y5 (Glory Curda), and a droid protocol called Olive work together to save a dying space station. 2ObsidianMiki
BrewsterHanna K. Nyström, Anna Syvertsson, Iggy Craig,Mickey Quinn, Maya Petersen, James Cambell, and AnsteeNovember 19, 2020 (2020-11-19) Princess Bubblegum and Marceline the Vampire Queen must face their past to save the glass kingdom from the Molto Larvo (Dee Bradley Baker). The third and fourth
episodes are titled Wizard City and Together Again respectively. [1] Broadcast and reception While Broadcast in the United States, HBO Max becomes the main platform for watching the series, there are BMO debuts (and by extension distant Special Lands) in different countries and regions of the respective Cartoon
Network channels worldwide, on different dates mainly in 2020; October 24 (Turkey),[47] October 25 (France),[48][49] November 21 (UK),[50] December 12 (Germany, Australia and Taiwan),[51][52][53][54] and December 27 (Russia). [55] In South Korea, the debut was on January 1, 2021. [56] Reviews of BMO
reception at BMO have been mostly positive. Rollin Bishop of Comic Book wrote that the greatest strength of the special is that BMO is the most innocent and also the most prone to unavoicment compared to the other Adventure Time characters, which made the special itself a solid watch from start to finish. , comedy
and surreal heroism. [58] Other critics praised the show for recapturing the magic of the original show,[43] with Petrana Radulovic of Polygon arguing that she shared the same melancholy sentiment as its parent series. [37] Other reviews were not as positive. Grace Z. Li of Vulture rated the special disappointing even as
she praised BMO's performance. [36] Dave Trumbore of Collider highlighted the pact by critics, writing that the special seemed hasty when it came to story beats and character development. [39] Several critics commented on the episode's social commentary. CBR's Alexander Sowa argued that Hugo is a futurist similar
to Elon Musk or Steve Jobs, whose characterization is a clear satire of today's corporations and capitalists. [59] Sowa also argued that against Hugo — a capitalist and colonizer who destroys the world around him — Y5 can be seen as a fighter for equity that pushes for a new form of social organization that is fairer for
the inhabitants of Drift. Joe Matar of Den of Geek pointed to similar issues, saying the story is about those living in Drift realizing that their tech capitalist overlord Elon Musk[Hugo] is destroying their world, forcing them to come together and trust others. [60] Robert Lloyd of the Los Angeles Times also noted that special
advice in social commentary towards the end, referring to the destruction of the Earth, the nature of resource management, the importance of cooperation, and the way certain human billionaires look at space as an escape capsule. [38] Obsidian Writing for The A.V. Club, William Hughes gave this episode an A, calling it
a fan service at its best with plenty of the usual touches of time Charming. [61] In addition, Rebecca Long also gave a positive review of the polygon episode. He wrote that the episode gives fans the emotional benefit and responses they have been craving and that Special uses the plot to explore Marceline's childhood
trauma, her romantic story with Bubblegum, how the two are interconnected, and fills gaps over her past. Long also stated that while the special is not as offbeat as BMO, it is heavier in terms of emotional weight and plot, and make it clear that the romantic subtext in the original show has always been direct text. At the
same time, he claims that not all interactions between Bubblegum and Marceline are affectionate, that the special has flaws due to a conventional structure and storytelling, even with some inconsistencies in princess Bubblegum's character design, but it remains sincere and effective, with new music, with Marceline and
Bubblegum having a shared future that feels real. [62] Rosie Knight of IGN wrote that the special was a perfect example of why [Adventure Time] had such an impact. Knight maintained that the strongest asset of the special was how accessible it is to new viewers, as both hardcore fans and new viewers who had little
understanding of the characters could still come together and enjoy this fantastic romp about aging, falling in love and settling down. Knight further congratulated the special for his message that Marceline's power comes from her love for Bubblegum. Knight also applauded the Monster, who argued that it is as iconic as
I'm Just Your Problem (from the third season What Was Missing) and Everything Stays (from Stakes). Knight concluded his review by noting that while the special might be seen as mere fan service, it's fan service of the highest order, a wonderful animated episode, and a suitable addition to Adventure Time's legacy.
Petrana Radulovic, of Polygon, argued that in 2020, when it came to an animation of all ages, it was a glorious gay celebration that was unheard of just five years ago, developing Marceline and Bubblegum's relationship in the Obsidian episode. [64] He specifically said that Obsidian was a perfect end to this great gay
year in animation, while noting that there is still work to be done going forward. CBR's Alexander Sowa described the episode as a story about time, including several flashbacks, and it's a story about the immortals, with Sowa saying Bubblegum and Marceline will remain young at heart even as their fellow humans die.
[65] Sean Cubillas had a similar description. He claimed the episode had a lot of excitement and heart, adding that the episode showed that Marceline has grown from what she was in the original series, how Bonnie and Marcy met each other, and how they broke up in the past. [66] At the same time, Princess Weekes of
The Mary Sue, before the episode's evenda, said she found it reassuring because for queer representation it is important to recognize that loving someone does not solve emotional problems or defects [67] In late 2020, The New York Times named Obsidian one of the best TELEVISION episodes of the year, calling it the
excuse for the existence of [HBO Max]. [68] Music BMO's Mixtape (2020) The album, BMO's Mixtape (Gilligan Moss Mix) was released on September 18, 2020. [69] It is not a soundtrack to the BMO special, but features remixed music from the original series, as well as a mix of the obsidian special's Eternity With You
song. The album is mixed by American musical duo Gilligan Moss. Mixtape de BMO (Gilligan Moss Mix)No.TitleLength1. Robot Cowboy (Niki Yang)2:592. Boogie2:113 Summer Swamp. Good Little Girl (Donald Glover, Madeleine Martin, and Rox Ryan)2:054. Dropdown Rainbow / All Gummed Up (Jeremy Shada)4:045.
French fries (Jeremy Shada)1:266. Bacon Pancakes (John DiMaggio)2:037. Oh BMO (Niki Yang)0:538. Juke error1:159. Sleeping Puppies (Jeremy Shada)3:3010. Adventure of Time (Niki Yang)2:2211. Eternity With You (Michaela Dietz &amp; Gilligan Moss)3:50Total length:26:34 Obsidian soundtrack (2020) Obsidian's
soundtrack premiered on November 20, 2020. [70] The album also features a promotional cover of the song Monster sung by American singer-songwriter King Princess. This song was released as a single on November 13, 2020. [71] Adventure Time: Distant Lands – Obsidian (Original Soundtrack)No.TitleLength1.
Welcome to the Kingdom of Vidre1:592. Glassboy meets the dragon Larvo2:083. It's fun (Charlotte Nicdao)1:024. Glassboy in the race0:565. Marceline and Princess Bubblegum Domestic Bliss1:076. I'm too old to die0:367. Marceline and Princess Bubblegum visit the Kingdom of Glass0:558. Marceline burst into the
Kingdom of Glass1:449. Marceline came to play hard0:3210. Wake Up (Olivia Olson and Zuzu)2:2111. Marceline appears victorious2:0512. Young Marceline1:0913. Red Light (Audrey Bennett)0:2914. Discovery of Princess Bubblegum during a glassassin attack: 4815. Flashback Marceline and Princess Bubblegum
Argue 0:5316. Marceline returns to her bunker1:1117. See via (Michaela Dietz)0:3318. Plan to defeat Larvo0:3019. Marceline's Reckoning1:2620. It's me Glassboy! 0:3221.Larvo Ataca2:5122. This thing really hates me 2:5023. Monster (Olivia Olson and Half Shy)1:3924. I love you, okay! 2:5725.Simon at Rescue0:3526.
Eternity with you (Michaela Dietz and Zuzu)2:2227. It's Fun (Demo) (Aleks Sennwald and Pete Toms)1:0328. Wake Up (Demonstration) (Zuzu and Kurran Karbal)2:2229. Monster (Demo) (Half Shy)2:5030. Eternity with you (Demo) (Zuzu and Kurran Karbal)2:4131. Monster (Princess King)2:5132. Eternity with you
(Gilligan Moss Mix) (Michaela Dietz and Gilligan Moss)3:49Total length:51:46 Notes ^ Also voiced the former glass princess. ^ He also gave voice to Smudge. ^23.0 23.1 Hayes, Britt (October 23, 2019). Adventure time returns with four new one-hour specials on HBO Max. The A.V. Club. Retrieved October 23, 2019.
Retrieved November 14, 2012. Adventure time: Post-Apocalyptic 'Candyland' attracts adult fans. Los Angeles Times. March 26, 2014]. Retrieved November 4, 2016. Interview Interview In 1997, Kent Osborne's government announced that its first game was a man of 100. All of a sudden. Retrieved November 10, 2016.
Retrieved November 1, 2016. In 1997, the game was published by Jack Pendarvis. The Needle. Archived from the original on November 4, 2016. Retrieved November 2, 2016. Retrieved November @kentisawesome 28, 2016. The last meeting delivering adventure time to :( (Tweet). Retrieved November 29, 2016.
Retrieved December 8@samalden 8, 2016. @HannaKtweet @kikutowne on my board but it will be hot trash, ruin the show etc (Tweet). Retrieved December 12, 2016. ^ Nyström, Hanna K [@HannaKtweet] (7 December 2016). Keep me tight and tell me this board is going to be good. rock me to sleep (Tweet). Retrieved
December 12, 2016. Retrieved January @mariabamfoo 31, 2017. Last day of Adventure! #8yearsofgoodgoof thanks to Pendleton and @kentisawesome for a wonderful time! (Tweet). Retrieved February 1, 2017. Retrieved January @mariabamfoo 31, 2017. @kentisawesome for the latest album! (Tweet). Retrieved
February 1, 2017. Retrieved January 31, 2017. ^ Adventure Time Cake. Instagram. Retrieved February 1, 2017. ^ Summer Camp Island. Jordi. July 4, 2018. Retrieved July 7, 2018. Retrieved September 4, 2018. In 1997, the group was one of the biggest TELEVISION shows in the history of adventure. Weekly
entertainment. Retrieved September 4, 2018. Retrieved September 4, 2018. In 1997, the game was one of the first to do so, and was released in 2007. IGN. Retrieved 4 September 2018. Retrieved August 27, 2018. Come Along With Me is a fantastic conclusion and a perfect adventure time encapsulation. Too lively.
Retrieved August 27, 2018. Retrieved September 3, 2018. The adventure time concludes with a celebration of what makes it so special. The A.V. Club. Retrieved 3 September 2018. Retrieved October 23, 2019. The adventure time revived for the HBO series Max Specials. The Hollywood reporter. Retrieved October 24,
2019. ^San Diego Comic-Con (July 24, 2020). HBO Max and Cartoon Network Studios: Adventure Time: Distant Lands | Comic-Con@Home 2020. Youtube. Retrieved July 24, 2020. Retrieved October @JackPendarvis 23, 2019. It seems I can finally tell you about the secret project I've been secretly working on. Here's
a clue, just another day at the office, photo of coconspirator @katetsang (Tweet). Retrieved November 21, 2019. Retrieved December 2@Catuchee 2, 2019. Hi! I'm looking for a staff writing gig in the studio. I've written for: -Craig of the Creek -Adventure Time: Distant Lands -Story on Trolls World Tour -Toca Life Stories -
Sundance Feature Finalist 2018 here I am as an equally talented child (Tweet). Retrieved February 23, 2020. Retrieved October @charley_feldman 25, 2019. Come on, get your friends! A something I've been writing just got a lot less secret. And believe me, I can barely believe I should be doing this either! Adventure
time: Distant lands! (Tweet). Retrieved February 23, 2020. ^Anstee, Ashlyn [@ashlynanstee] (23 October 2019). I was lucky enough to get to storyboard on it!! I can't wait for you all to see it! (Tweet). Retrieved October 25, 2019. ^ Craig, Iggy. On. iggy.zone. Retrieved 25 October 2019. Note: Rumble Jaw was the secret
name used during the production of these specials. Retrieved October @mfisherdraws 23, 2019. The show I've been helping CN!!!! This crew is amazing and I am so grateful that I was able to be a part of it (Tweet). Retrieved October 25, 2019. ^ Nyström, Hanna K. Hanna K. (@HannaKtweet). Twitter. Retrieved October
25, 2019. the artist/writer of the storyboard. Adventure Time // Summer Camp Island // Rumble Jaw Note: Rumble Jaw was the secret name used during the production of these specials. ^Petersen, Maya [@rnn_tweet] (October 23, 2019). It's finally out in the world! Storyboarding status in this lovely production with this
growing, lovely crew since June (Tweet). Retrieved October 25, 2019. Retrieved October 23@artofserenawu 23, 2019. I'm so happy to finally get to talk about what I've been embarking on since August! I'm crazy lucky to be a part of this crew, these specials are wonderful and I think everyone is going to really, really like
what's in store (Tweet). Retrieved October 25, 2019. ^ Goldberg, Jennifer, United States of America ↑ Jennifer Goldberg. Linkedin. Retrieved February 23, 2020. ^ a ↑ 1.0 1.1 Curda, Glory (June 26, 2020). Sup! Somewhere between 11-13. -G. Reddit. Archived from the original on June 27, 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020.
This was part of a Reddit discussion titled Adam, Gloria and Niki here – ask us anything! G stands for Glory Curda. ^ Watch Adventure Time: Distant Lands. HBO Max. May 26, 2020. Archived from the original on May 29, 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020. ^ a ↑ 1.0 1.1 Curda, Glory [@GloryCurda] (June 26, 2020). Yes!!
This!! this is something that really stuck to me when playing Y5. I think the story of Y5 has a lot of subtext and is very representative of this larger act of coming out on its own + defining itself on its own terms whatever. i really expect viewers to hear that (Tweet). Archived from the original on June 27, 2020. Retrieved
June 26, 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020. Especially after the impact BMO did and everything they left behind, I think Y5 spent a lot of time growing up and developing as a leader and trailblazer to help save the drift. There was a lot of work to do and I think Y5 never stopped trying to improve the lives of those in Drift. I
also like to think that there was some deserved family time and some time to be a there too. Y5 is probably a head inventor or space traveler to drift now. -G. Reddit. Archived from the 27 June 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020. This was part of a Reddit discussion titled Adam, Gloria and Niki here – ask us anything! G
stands for Glory Curda. Retrieved June 26, 2020. ... I started reading it and I just remember all my brain exploding, because I love adventure time. I had seen almost all of this at that time and had become really attached to it along with other CN shows throughout high school and some middle school, so I was in a kind of
state of disbelief. Reddit. Archived from the original on June 27, 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020. This was part of a Reddit discussion titled Adam, Gloria and Niki here – ask us anything! G stands for Glory Curda. Also see his comics about a possible Finn-Y5 relationship and how he relates to Y5. Retrieved October
@jeremyshada 23, 2019. So we're back (Tweet). Retrieved January 18, 2020. ^Curda, Glory [@GloryCurda] (June 26, 2020). Thanks thanks!! I am so grateful and happy to have become a character that seems to resonate with others (and personally too)- and also one who is so fluffy and loving haha! I hope this one
stays with you and you enjoy what's all next in store.!' (Tweet). Archived from the original on June 27, 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020. ^ In a Q&amp;amp;amp; On Reddit, Curda considered this one of his favorite moments in the episode. ^ a ↑ 1.1 Z Li, Grace (June 25, 2020). In 1997, the group was one of the first to do
so, and was one of the first to do so. Vulture. Archived from the original on June 26, 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020. ^ a ↑ 25.0 25.1 Radulovic, Petrana (June 25, 2020). HBO Max's BMO special is a powerful reminder of Adventure Time's great emotions. Polygon. Archived from the original on June 26, 2020. Retrieved
June 26, 2020. Retrieved June 25, 2020. Adventure time: Distant lands' keeps intact the magic of the beloved cartoon. Los Angeles Times. Archived from the original on June 27, 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020. ^25.0 25.1 Trumbore, Dave (June 25, 2020). In 1997, the group was one of the first to do so, and was
published in 2007. Collider. Archived from the original on June 26, 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020. Retrieved June 25, 2020. In 1997, the group began reviewing episode 1 of episode 1 of the film. Geek's den. Archived from the original on June 27, 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020. Retrieved June 25, 2020. In 1997, the
group began working on the filmTime: Distant Lands Recap: 'BMO' ends with a gasp-worthy turnaround. TvLine. Archived from the original on June 27, 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020. This sounds like a baseless rumor. AM. Reddit. Archived from the original on June 27, 2020. Retrieved June
26, 2020. This was part of a Reddit discussion titled Adam, Glory and Niki here – ask us anything! with AM standing by Adam Muto. 25.1 Kohn, Eric (June 25, 2020). In 1997, HBO Max was released in 2007 and was released in 2007. IndieWire. Archived from the original in June June Retrieved June 26, 2020. Retrieved
June 26, 2020. We tried to leave Hugo on a somewhat hopeful note. Or at least the potential for hope. That with Olive's help one day he may find a peaceful and less manipulative life. Far from other people. I realize it wasn't really the thrust of the question. AM. Reddit. Archived from the original on June 27, 2020.
Retrieved June 26, 2020. This was part of a Reddit discussion titled Adam, Glory and Niki here – ask us anything! with AM standing by Adam Muto. Retrieved June 20, 2020. In 1997, the group was one of the first to do so, and was one of the first to do so. The cinema ad. Archived from the original on June 27, 2020.
Retrieved June 26, 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020. I was a fan of Simone's videos and had seen that she had mentioned that she was a fan and really wanting to make a voice. I think I read that after the final record, but when this series went green we got there. Originally, I noted that she would play an alien chicken
mechanic. But this character was cut short. Reddit. Archived from the original on June 27, 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020. This was part of a Reddit discussion titled Adam, Gloria and Niki here – ask us anything! AM means Adam Muto. ^ Adventure time hayranlarına güzel haber. Josep. Retrieved December 16, 2020. ^
Cartoon Network FR. Pour cette toute nouvelle aventure spatiale, c'est sur ⭐ #Beemo ⭐ which failed to count ! RDV from May to 8h45 pour #BMO, #AdventureTime le pays magique !. Twitter. Retrieved December 17, 2020. ^ Mohamed Mir (2020-10-24). In 1997, the group was a diffusé was a diffusé in France.
Comic.Systems. Retrieved 17 December 2020. ^ Adventure Time: Distant Lands Series 1 Episode 1: BMO. TV24.co.uk. Retrieved 27 December 2020. ^ Interview BMO: Adventure Time: Ferne Länder – BMO. In 1997, the government of Las Comio was the [Consultation: 26 December 2020]. ^ The first Adventure Time:
Distant Lands special 'BMO' premieres on Saturday at 3:30 p.m. Facebook. Cartoon Network Australia. Retrieved December 27, 2020. ^ 納媒下頻與App⼭⼭⽉⼭檔推薦. I 報bearpost. Retrieved November 30, 2020. ^ HBO台⼭12⽉⼭檔單】台劇《戒指⼭浪⼭》⼭演!《⾼⼭⼭⼋禁》推⼭篇. DramaQueen電視迷. Retrieved
December 2, 2020. ^ Cartoon Network - программа передач канала на сегодня. Archived from the original on 2020-12-27. ^ 카툰네트워크 편성표. Naver. Archived from the original on 2020-12-31. Retrieved December 31, 2020. Retrieved June 24, 2020. In 1997, the group was one of the first to do so, and was one of the
first to do so. Comic. Archived from the original on June 24, 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020. Retrieved June 24, 2020. Distant lands or not, BMO and Adventure Times are as wonderful as ever. The A.V. Club Archived from the original on June 24, 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020. In 1997, the
group was one of the first to do so, and was one of the to do so. Cbr. Archived from the original on June 26, 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020. Retrieved June 25, 2020. Adventure time: FarAway Lands Episode Review – BMO. Geek's den. Archived from the original on June 27, 2020. Retrieved June 26, 2020. Retrieved
November 17, 2020. In 1997, Obsidian was one of the first to do so. The A.V. Club Archived from the original on November 17, 2020. Retrieved November 17, 2020. Retrieved November 19, 2020. The new Adventure Time special is the frightening, sad and sweet payment demanded by fans. Polygon. Archived from the
original on November 20, 2020. Retrieved November 20, 2020. Retrieved November 19, 2020. HBO Max's Adventure Time: Distant Lands - Obsidian Review. IGN. Archived from the original on November 20, 2020. Retrieved November 20, 2020. Retrieved December 15, 2020. 2020 was the biggest and most gay year of
animation to date. Polygon. Archived from the original on December 16, 2020. Retrieved December 15, 2020. Retrieved November 22, 2020. Adventure time: Distant lands - Obsidian takes place on the timeline of the series. Cbr. Archived from the original on November 22, 2020. Retrieved December 15, 2020. Retrieved
November 28, 2020. In 1997, Obsidian was one of the first to learn from obsidian. ScreenRant. Archived from the original on December 15, 2020. Retrieved December 15, 2020. Retrieved November 18, 2020. In 1997, LasAna's government was one of the first to do so, and was one of Queer's first characters. La Mary
Sue. Archived from the original on December 2, 2020. Retrieved December 15, 2020. Retrieved December 18, 2020. In 2020, the best TELEVISION episodes of 2020 were the best television episodes of 2020. The New York Times. Retrieved December 18, 2020. ^ Mixtape (Gilligan Moss Mix) by BMO (Gilligan Moss
Mix) [From the original adventure time max: distant lands]. WaterTower Music. Retrieved November 25, 2020. ^ Adventure Time: Distant Lands – Obsidian (original soundtrack). WaterTower Music. Retrieved November 25, 2020. In 1997, the group released their first single, Monster (From Max's original adventure time:
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